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PUBLIC ART

HOW a plan is supposed to work out and how it actually transpires is 
something that artists know a lot about. There are a number of com-
prehensive guidelines for commissioning public artworks across 
Ireland which outline best practice at all stages of the process, such as 
how the public might be consulted and how artworks should be 
installed or maintained long-term. Such documents – including 
Policies and Strategies for Managing Public Art, by Dublin City Council’s 
Public Art Manager Ruairí Ó Cuív, and Public Art: Per Cent for Art Scheme, 
General National Guidelines (2004) – have proved useful in forming a 
framework for commissioning bodies and artists alike. However, what 
interests me most, is when unplanned things start to enter the picture. 
Sometimes they can show up early in the process, but more often it’s 
long after the launch fanfare, when the management contract has run 
its course and when the personnel and even the sentiment surround-
ing an artwork may have dwindled. Outlining two examples of when 
theory did not follow practice, I want to investigate these cracks, 
inconsistencies and the unpredictable ‘afterlife’ of public artworks, 

with the aim of identifying possible future recommendations.
Regeneration (2000) by Pauline O’Connell, Martina Coyle and 

Hilary Gilligan is a wild-park project situated on a 15-acre site at 
Knoxspark, Ballisodare, County Sligo. Now largely forgotten and 
somewhat neglected, it was originally commissioned as part of 
‘Placing Art’ – a joint pilot programme of public art by Sligo County 
Council and Sligo Corporation – and funded by the Department of the 
Environment and Local Government, the National Roads Authority 
Per Cent for Art Scheme and the European Cohesion Fund. ‘Placing 
Art’ was a ground-breaking initiative at the time, designed in response 
to a 1997 report that criticised how public art had previously been 
implemented. In total, six small-scale commissions were developed 
under ‘Placing Art’.1 The pilot programme culminated in an interna-
tional colloquium on public art at The Model, Sligo (6 – 7 December 
2000), with high-profile guest speakers including Antony Gormley 
and Rebecca Solnit.

I stumbled on Regeneration 17 years later, when I pulled into a 
layby on the N4 and climbed a gate into what I had always believed 
was just a field of sheep and rushes. On entering, I was surprised to find 
a four-sided orientation stone which announces and illustrates the 
project. Not too far away, overlooking the Ballisodare River, I also 
found a beautifully carved stone bench. On a subsequent visit, I real-
ised that I could cross under the road bridge to access the other half of 
the site, where another bench, orientation stone and an eight-tonne 
‘pillow stone’ are placed alongside native trees that were planted dur-
ing the project. 

It was immediately clear that there are issues regarding accessi-
bility, maintenance and promotion of what appears to be an under-
used, but potentially valuable, public amenity. I was told by Pauline 
O’Connell (one of the artists) and Mary McDonagh (Public Art 
Coordinator for ‘Placing Art’) that in the early stages of Regeneration, 
the local community were heavily involved through workshops, talks 
and school visits, as well as consultations with the local fishing club, 
and that the opening of the park was very well supported. Mary told 
me that she finds the current situation at Knoxspark quite frustrating. 
There has never been any signage on the N4 and the park was not 
promoted since the launch. At the time, a 10-year management con-
tract was put in place, however she feels it should be extended to 30 
years for projects of this nature. Since the recession, no staffing or 
budget has been allocated for maintaining any of the county’s public 
artworks. While the land is currently leased to a farmer, the Knoxspark 
site is still owned by Sligo County Council and remains open to the 

public, albeit in a limited fashion. 
Another tree-planting public art project from a similar period is 

Amaptocare (2003) by Irish-based German artist Jochen Gerz. 
Amaptocare (a map to care) is a major public artwork commissioned as 
part of the Ballymun Regeneration project ‘Breaking Ground’. 
However, the project remains unfinished. Gerz invited Ballymun’s 
local residents, as well as the general public, to purchase a tree for the 
area. In 2003, I heard Gerz interviewed on the radio and such was his 
conviction, that I decided to donate €50 towards a tree. He held one-
on-one meetings with well over 600 other people who had donated 
trees, taking statements from us about our aspirations for the area that 
would be printed on a plaque at the base of our tree. I was very 
impressed by the artist’s commitment. At the time, he explained to me 
that some of the trees had already been vandalised, but that they were 
being replaced at no additional cost to the donor. Even though outsid-
ers were encouraged to donate trees, he wanted the community to pay 
for a percentage of them as well, to give them a vested interest in their 
locality and hopefully prevent or minimise further vandalism. 

While the trees have continued to grow and flourish, other 
aspects of the project have yet to be completed. Gerz recently explained 
to me that: “The planting of the trees of the first 15 donors, the list of 
the names of the participants and the map with the locations of the 
contributions in the new Ballymun as part of the new City Plaza, are 
not done. The Amaptocare work is not completed. I still hesitate to 
write that the work is abandoned since the understanding with 
Dublin City Council, the commissioner, was that it was to be finished 
as a part of the ‘New Metro North’ project which has been repeatedly 
postponed.” Gerz remains optimistic that the work will one day be 
completed, but by now, this is a very long time coming.

Sean Lynch is another artist who has extensively examined the 
afterlife of public artworks, especially in relation to the contexts in 
which they were originally developed and situated. In Adventure 
Capital (2015) – a video work and installation commissioned for the 
Irish pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale – Lynch animated John 
Burke’s modernist sculpture, Uniflow (1988), which he found uncere-
moniously dumped in a county council depot. In the video, the sculp-
ture comes alive, steps out of its hole and goes on an adventure 
through contemporary Ireland, visiting some other public artworks 
along the way. The original sculpture was commissioned by Cork City 
Council, but was soon removed from its location on the corner of a 
housing estate in Cork city, due to complaints by local residents. 
Apparently, it had too many sharp edges and had also become a meet-
ing point for underage drinkers, who presumably just resumed their 
antisocial behaviour elsewhere.

The examples I have outlined touch on a range of issues that can 
create undesired outcomes in public art commissioning, such as: 
budget constraints; insufficient long-term maintenance contracts; a 
lack of commitment or momentum from commissioning bodies; a 
lack of support within local communities; interference from larger 
infrastructural plans and so on. The aforementioned national guide-
lines are, therefore, best viewed as setting out a framework for a 
dynamic yet unpredictable durational process. It’s not so long ago that 
the McCarthy Report threatened the Per Cent for Art scheme itself, 
along with many other proposed cuts to the arts sector. This led to the 
establishment of The National Campaign for the Arts in 2009, to make 
a strong case for the arts in Ireland. Since then, a concerted effort has 
been made by local authorities across Ireland to pool multiple strands 
of Per Cent for Art funding from different departments, which has 
generated a series of substantial, high-profile projects. There has also 
been a noticeable shift away from sculpture-based public artworks in 
recent years, towards more socially-engaged or event-based projects, 
thus significantly broadening the definitions and remit of public art 
commissioning. Perhaps, in part, these new commissioning practices 
are aimed at reducing long-term expenditure on the maintenance of 
permanent artworks. 

Stephen Rennicks is an artist based in county Sligo who investi-
gates myth, mystery, the now and poetic truths, amongst other 
things, in his work. His project Knoxspark Forever (2017) aims to 
raise public awareness of Regeneration.
stephenrennicks.wordpress.com

Notes
1. Several other projects were commissioned under ‘Placing Art’ including: Ron van der Noll, Metaphoric 
Portrait of Michael Coleman; Imelda Peppard, Owning the Space; Laura Gannon, Underswim; and Ronnie 
Hughes, Keepsakes; as well as the ‘Placing Art’ catalogue: sligoarts.ie/media/SligoArts/Publications/
Downloads/Pilot%20Public%20Art%20Programme.pdf

Patrica Doyle (with family)  next to her donated tree from Jochen Gerz’s Amaptocare, 2003–14; 
image of Gerz studio; photograph by Breaking Ground, Ballynum. © Jochen Gerz, VG Bild-Kunst, 
Bonn 2017

STEPHEN RENNICKS ASSESSES TWO PUBLIC ARTWORKS COMMISSIONED AT THE START OF THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY.

The Afterlife of Public Artworks
Pillow Stone from Regeneration, 2000; image courtesy of Stephen Rennicks


